ABSTRACT In this paper, the Geometric Optics (GO)/Physical Optics (PO) method is improved to analyze the terahertz (THz)-wave scattering characteristics of objects with multiple small-scale grooves, where the grooves are of the same size. For the traditional GO/PO method, when the number of grooves reaches dozens or even hundreds, the existence of a large number of redundant intersection tests will be a main limitation to calculate the electromagnetic (EM) scattering in THz band. Therefore, in order to solve this problem, the scattered field from one of the grooves is computed using the GO/PO method and extended to obtain the scattered field of the other grooves according to their dimensional information. In this way, the computation load is effectively reduced. To demonstrate the validity of our method, the results are compared with those of MLFMM, traditional GO/PO method and experimental data. A good agreement is achieved. Meanwhile, the runtime of our method is compared with that of traditional GO/PO method, where the computational time is greatly saved. Furthermore, the scattering characteristics of objects with multiple small-scale grooves in THz band is studied. The simulation results show that the small-scale grooves will have a great effect on EM scattering characteristics in THz band.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent year, a significant progress has been made in the THz science and technology [1] - [4] , which also promoted the wide application of THz radar in many fields. Exploration of the THz scattering characteristics will contribute to the development of THz radar systems and has become a hot research field.
THz wave is a kind of electromagnetic wave, whose frequency range is 100GHz-10THz. In such high frequencies, the micro-structure will have a great impact on the EM scattering behavior of objects. Thus, it is necessary to investigate the EM scattering characteristics of objects with micro-structures. As is known that there is a wide variety of micro-structures, and different types of micro-structure will exhibit different EM scattering properties. In this paper, we focus our study on the scattering of objects with multiple small-scale grooves, where the grooves are of the same size.
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As is known that many solutions have been developed to solve EM scattering problems of objects. Generally speaking, the computational accuracy of numerical methods is high, but its calculation process is complicated. In order to meet the demands of THz scattering computation, there is a high request for the computing capacity when adopting numerical methods. Meanwhile, because of the limitation of computational memory and time, it is difficult for a single computer to undertake such calculation task. Therefore, the high-frequency methods have been widely used for the study of THz scattering characteristics of objects. For example, the physical optics (PO) method has been employed to calculate the Radar Cross Section (RCS) of perfectly electrical conducting (PEC) objects in THz band [5] , where the exact integration of polygon surfaces is obtained with independence of frequencies through properly manipulating to the double integration appeared in PO. In addition, the THz scattering characteristics of the coated object with a rough surface is analyzed based on the modified PO method in [6] . However, since PO method only takes the first-order scattering into consideration, its computational accuracy is low when dealing with the scattering of complex objects. Instead, the ray-based high-frequency method is a good choice, such as GO/PO method [7] - [9] or Shooting and Bouncing Rays (SBR) method [10] - [12] . Cui et al. [13] investigated the EM scattering characteristics of PEC targets in the THz frequency range through the use of ray-based high-frequency EM techniques. In this paper, GO/PO method is employed to study the THz scattering characteristics of objects with multiple small-scale grooves, where the multipath scattering is calculated based on the principle of GO, and the scattered field is obtained by the PO.
For the ray-based high-frequency method, if no acceleration technique is adopted to speed up the ray tracing part, the computational time will be too long to tolerate, especially in the THz band. Kd-tree [14] , [15] , and Oct-tree [16] , [17] , which are based on adaptive space division, have been two commonly used ray tracing acceleration techniques. They provide an efficient way to reduce the intersection tests between the ray and facets. Therefore, the computational time needed to trace each ray is greatly reduced. On the other hand, with the significant improvement of computer hardware, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) has been utilized to improve the computational efficiency of ray tracing process in EM scattering problems [18] - [21] . With the adoption of GPUs, the rays are traced in parallel fashion, which can save the total computational time.
In this paper, Oct-tree is chosen to improve the efficiency of GO/PO method, where the code is executed in CPU serial model. However, when deal with the scattering of objects with multiple small-scale grooves, although the computational efficiency of ray tracing has been improved with the use of Oct-tree, there still exists a large number of redundant intersection tests for the traditional GO/PO method.
The computational time will become a main concern with the continuous increase in the frequency and groove number. For this reason, the GO/PO method is further improved to meet the demand of THz scattering of objects with multiple small-scale grooves. Here, the scattered field from one of the grooves is computed and extended to obtain the scattered field from the other grooves according to their dimensional information. Therefore, the computational capability can be greatly improved without calculating the ray path in the other grooves. In current version, the computational load doesn't increase with the number of grooves, and the total CPU time is reduced. Our method provides an efficient way to investigate the THz scattering characteristics of objects with multiple small-scale grooves. It also establishes a good foundation for GPU implementation in our future work.
To demonstrate the validity of our method, the simulation results are compared with those of MLFMM, traditional GO/PO method and experimental data. A good agreement is achieved. Meanwhile, the runtime is compared with that of traditional GO/PO method, where the computational time is greatly saved. In the end, the scattering characteristics of objects with multiple small-scale grooves at THz frequencies is computed, and the effect of groove structure on the THz scattering characteristics has been analyzed.
II. EM SCATTERING FROM OBJECTS WITH MULTIPLE SMALL-SCALE GROOVES
With the combination of ray tracing, GO/PO method can handle the multiple scattering behavior. Therefore, it is very suitable for the EM scattering prediction of objects with multiple small-scale grooves. In this section, we focus on the efficient implementation of GO/PO method for EM scattering from objects with multiple small-scale grooves.
A. IMPLEMENTATION OF GO/PO METHOD
For the GO/PO method, the initial rays are launched from incident direction at first, where each initial ray tube consists of three corner rays, as shown in Fig. 1 . First of all, the central ray of each ray tube is traced according to the principal of GO. An initial ray tube is considered invalid for EM computation if its central ray is sheltered by the triangular facets. In the contrast, if the central ray is not sheltered, it means that this ray tube is responsible for EM scattering.
Then the intersections between the three corner rays and the triangular facet are calculated to obtain the lighted area. It should be noted that if any of the three corner rays doesn't intersect with the triangular facet, the ray tube is considered invalid and discarded. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , Ray_1, Ray_2 and Ray_3 intersect Facet_0 at A, B and C, respectively. Therefore, the illuminated area of the initial ray tube is ABC. Correspondingly, the first-order scattered field of Ray_tube0 is computed based on PO, which can be expressed as
where E s ( r) is the far-scattered field, r is the position vector of observation point, J =n × H and M = −n × E are the electric and magnetic equivalent current densities of VOLUME 7, 2019 the object surface, respectively.n is the normal vector of scattering facet, r is the position vector of the illuminated area. k is the wavenumber andk s is the direction of scattered wave vector. Z 0 is the wave impendence in free space. Next, the reflected ray rube reradiates as a secondary EM source. Similarly, the central ray is traced to find the intersected triangular facet, and the three corner rays to determine the illuminated area. According to GO theory, the incident electric field for the secondary intersection is (2) where r = | r 2 − r 1 | is the distance between the first and second intersections, and r 1 and r 2 are the first and second intersection, respectively. E( r 1 ) and E( r 2 ) represent the incident electric field at r 1 and r 2 .¯ is the planar reflection coefficient matrix.
All the ray tubes are traced and the scattered field are calculated until they don't intersect with any triangular facet. In the end, the total scattered field is the summation of scattered field from each ray tube. In this paper, the well-known Oct-tree structure is used to accelerate the ray tracing process. As shown in Fig. 2 , the Oct-tree structure begins with the object space that is the smallest cubic volume containing the entire object structure. The Oct-tree can be constructed by recursively subdividing the cube into eight child cubes [17] . Triangular facets of object are stored in the related child cube. During the ray tracing process, a ray usually starts from root nodes to intra child nodes until finding the leaf nodes. The illuminated surface elements in the leaf nodes are determined by occlusion judgment.
B. IMPROVED GO/PO METHOD FOR EM SCATTERING FROM OBJECTS WITH MULTIPLE SMALL-SCALE GROOVES
In this paper, we aim at the EM scattering from objects with multiple small-scale grooves in THz band, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Obviously, tracing the multiple bounces in groove structure is the most time-consuming part. Although Oct-tree has been used to speed up the ray tracing, if we strictly calculate the scattered field from each groove like the traditional GO/PO method, the computational time will become too long to tolerate with the continuous increase in the frequency and groove number. Therefore, the GO/PO method is further improved to meet the demand of efficient EM scattering prediction of objects with multiple small-scale grooves in THz frequencies.
As presented in Fig. 3 , l, w and h represent the length, width and height of object, respectively. There are a series of grooves G0, G1, G2. . . . . . GN on object surface. All the grooves are of the same size, where a, b and c represent the length, width and height, respectively. According to the geometrical feature, the ray tube in each groove structure propagates in the same way. Therefore, it invoked us to find a convenient way to compute the EM scattering from the multiple surface grooves. Here, the scattered field from one of the grooves is calculated and extended to obtain the scattered field of the other grooves based on their dimensional information.
Without loss of generality, we take the first groove G0 as an example. The scattered field from each ray tube in G0 is calculated based on the GO/PO method at first. Let R n = r n − r 0 , where r 0 and r n are the center of G0 and Gn, respectively. As ray paths in Gn is the same with those of G0, the scattered field from the same ray path in Gn can be obtained as following,
where E s0 ( r) and E sn ( r) are the scattered electric field from G0 and Gn, respectively. Q n represents the phase difference of scattered field caused by the relative displacement between Gn and G0.
In the end, the scattered fields from all the grooves and the other component of object are summed to obtain the total scattered-field.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The EM scattering characteristics of objects with multiple small-scale grooves in THz band is studied in this section. All the models are PEC objects. Our simulations by GO/PO method are executed on a personal computer with an Inter(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 3.2 GHz CPU and 8G main memory. Programs are built and run under the Windows 7 32-bit operating system. The CPU implementation is built with Microsoft Visual Studio 2015. 
A. VALIDATION
Firstly, an object with three grooves is chosen to test the validity of the improved GO/PO method in this paper. The model is presented in Fig. 4(a) , whose length, width and height are l = 5 cm, w = 5 cm and h = 5 mm, respectively. In addition, the size of each groove is a = 5 cm, b = 2 mm, c = 1 mm. The backscattering RCS at the frequency of 2.5 THz is studied and compared with the simulation result obtained by MLFMM, as shown in Fig 4(b) . The incident angle varies from 0 • to 180 • , and the angular resolution is set as 0.1 • . The incident azimuth angle is φ i = 0 • (xoz plane). VV polarization is considered. As depicted in Fig. 4(b) , a good agreement is achieved, and the efficiency of our method for EM scattering of the object with multiple surface grooves in THz frequency is verified. To further verify the efficiency of our method, the simulated backscattering RCS and runtime performance of our method are compared with those of traditional GO/PO method, as shown in Fig.5 and TABLE 1. The model is presented in Fig.4 (a) . The frequency of incident wave is f = 6.0 THz. HH polarization is calculated. The other parameters are the same as those in Fig. 4 . It should be noted that the computational time in TABLE 1 is the total CPU time for 1801 degrees.
Simulated results by our method and the traditional GO/PO method show a good agreement in Fig.5 . Moreover, VOLUME 7, 2019 the computational time of our method is much shorter than that of the traditional GO/PO method, where the speedup ratio is 3.474. Therefore, the efficiency of our method for the THz scattering computation from objects with multiple small-scale grooves is further demonstrated.
Moreover, a different model with three grooves is utilized, which is 3 cm in length and width. The size of each groove is 9 mm * 3 mm * 3 mm. The bistatic scattering RCS for different frequencies is investigated, and the simulation result is compared with the experimental data in Fig. 8 . The simulation model and real model are presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. The frequency varies from 0.2 THz to 1.1 THz. In addition, the incident and scattered angle are θ i = θ s = 3.25 • , and the incident and scattered azimuth angle are φ i = φ s = 0 • . VV polarization is considered.
As shown in Fig. 8 , the bistatic scattering RCS calculated by our method is well consonant with the experimental data. It should be noted that the simulation results still have a certain difference with the experimental data, especially for the high frequencies. This is mainly caused by the fact that the experimental results are highly susceptible to the measurement environment. In addition, the modeling error and the measurement system error will also result in the difference between the simulation results and experimental data. Fig. 9 shows the objects with and without grooves, which are 5 cm, 15 cm and 2 cm in length, width and height. In Fig.9 (a) , there are four grooves on the object surface, and the interval between two neighbouring grooves is different. The size of each groove is 10 cm * 1 mm * 1 mm. The backscattering RCS of objects with and without grooves is compared to study the effect of small-scale groove structure on EM scattering, as shown in Fig. 10 . Here the backscattering RCS at 30 GHz (microwave band) is calculated for reference in Fig. 10(a) . The incident angle θ i is 0 • to 180 • , and the angular resolution is 0.1 • . The incident azimuth angle is φ i = 0 • (xoz plane). HH polarization is considered.
B. THz SCATTERING FROM OBJECTS WITH MULTIPLE SMALL-SCALE GROOVES
As presented in Fig.10 , it is obvious that the small-scale grooves have a significant effect on EM scattering characteristics in THz band. In Fig. 10(a) , the backscattering RCS of object with grooves is similar to that of object without grooves at the frequency of 30 GHz in microwave band. It indicates that the groove structure has a little influence on EM scattering results when its size is much smaller than the wavelength of incident wave. In the contrast, backscattering RCS of objects with grooves differs greatly from that of object without grooves at THz frequencies, as shown in Fig.10(b) ∼ Fig.10(f) . Especially in Fig.10(c) ∼ Fig. 10(f) , compared with object without grooves, a noticeable enhancement of backscattering RCS is observed for incident angle θ i = 20 
scattering echoes from the multi-path in the groove. In a word, the small-scale groove will affect the EM scattering characteristics of objects greatly in THz band when its size is much larger than the wavelength of incident wave.
To further explore the influence of groove number on EM scattering characteristics in THz band, the object with multiple small-scale grooves, as shown in Fig.11 , is constructed for calculation. Its width and height are 15 cm and 2 cm, respectively. The upper surface consists of a set of patches, and the profile of each patch is the same as that in Fig. 9(a) . Assume that N and N G represent the number of patches and grooves, respectively. Then, the length of object is related to the number of grooves and patches, which can be expressed as l = N * 5cm = (N G /4) * 5cm.
Backscattering RCS of objects with 8 and 100 small-scale grooves has been simulated at frequencies of 2THz and 5THz, as shown in Fig. 12 . HH polarization is considered. Both the incident azimuth angle φ i = 0 • (xoz plane) and φ i = 90 • (yoz plane) are calculated.
In Fig.12(a) and Fig.12(b) , we observed that the trend of backscattering RCS is greatly influenced by the number of grooves in the case of incident azimuth angle φ i = 0 • (xoz plane). The main reason is that phases of scattered field from different patches are different for the incident azimuth angle φ i = 0 • . However, when the incident azimuth angle φ i = 90 • (yoz plane), it is obvious that k i is perpendicular to R n . In this case, the phase difference of scattered field between Gn and G0 is equal to zero (Q n = 0). The scattered field from all the patches has the same phase. Therefore, a constant trend is observed in the backscattering RCS for different number of grooves in Fig.12(c) and Fig.12(d) . Meanwhile, it is found that the backscattering RCS increased with the quantity of groove in the case of incident azimuth angle φ i = 90 • .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the GO/PO method is adopted to analyze the EM scattering characteristics of objects with multiple small-scale grooves in THz band. In order to improve the computational efficiency, only the scattering from one of the grooves is calculated. Then the EM scattering from the other grooves can be obtained according to their dimensional information. Therefore, the computational capability can be greatly improved without calculating the ray path in the other grooves. Meanwhile, the computational load doesn't increase with the number of grooves, and the total CPU time is reduced. Our method provided an efficient way to investigate the THz scattering characteristics of objects with multiple small-scale grooves. It also establishes a good foundation for GPU implementation in our future work.
The validity of our method is demonstrated by comparing with the results of MLFMM, traditional GO/PO method and experimental data. Using the improved GO/PO method, the backscattering RCS of objects with and without grooves at THz frequencies is further studied. It indicates that the small-scale grooves have a great impact on THz scattering characteristics. Meanwhile, the influence of groove number on THz-wave scattering is discussed. Simulation results show that the trend of backscattering RCS changes with the number of grooves in the case of φ i = 0 • . While it has the same trend for different number of grooves with φ i = 90 • . In general, the improved GO/PO method has the ability for the EM scattering computation of objects with multiple small-scale grooves in THz band.
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